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Current researches try to increase network lifetime
by different approaches, like energy efficient
routing [8] or load balanced communication [9]. In
contrast to these node-based approaches, we develop a
redundancy exploiting clustering algorithm based on
the 2-MASCLE (Dual phase – Mutual Assistance in a
Cluster Environment) algorithm [2]. With a new
calculated grid size, the proposed enhancement, called
4-MASCLE (Quadruple phase – MASCLE), is able to
reduce the number of active nodes compared to
2-MASCLE. Similar to 2-MASCLE, but more finegrained, we are able to implement an assistance
algorithm for neighboring cells, which guarantees a
further lifetime extension.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes state-of-the-art including
2-MASCLE. Section 3 presents our new clustering
approaches. Section 4 investigates the new abilities of
neighborhood assistance. In Section 5, we compare
characteristic parameters of 4-MASCLE and former
algorithms by simulations. The paper concludes in
Section 6.

Abstract
In large wireless sensor networks, randomly
deployed nodes have to organize themselves as energy
efficient as possible to avoid redundant sensor and
transceiver operations. In addition to its energy
awareness, the network has to guarantee complete
functionality as long as possible.
This paper presents an enhanced version of the
clustering algorithm 2-MASCLE. The proposed
4-MASCLE algorithm combines advantages of
temporal and spatial network fragmentation by
introducing a network division in a four phase based
cell system. The assisting ability of adjacent cells is
exploited to apply self healing features to the network.
We compare our developed algorithm to the basic
algorithms and achieve a significant improve of
network lifetime.

1. Introduction
Recent developments of small wireless computer,
communication and sensor systems make it feasible to
construct tiny wireless sensor nodes for environment
observation. Thereby, each node is equipped with
sensor and wireless communication, battery and
microcontroller. In scenarios like forest fire detection
or precision farming, a network of hundreds of these
randomly deployed simple sensor nodes provides much
more powerful phenomena detection ability than some
single complex sensor systems could do.
However, sensor nodes have to act autonomously
and independently from the environment they observe.
Hence, they only have limited energy resources for
phenomenon detection, computation and transmission
and ‘die’ after these resources are exhausted. In order
to achieve a maximum network lifetime, the whole
network has to act as energy-efficient as possible.
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2. Related work
A major problem in outdoor scenarios of wireless
sensor networks is the power consumption and the
limited energy of the nodes. Hence, a challenging
research goal is to increase the total lifetime of a
network by temporary deactivating a subset of nodes.
With clustering and covering, there exist two different
basic strategies which allow the deactivation of nodes
not mandatory for a network with full functionality.

2.1. Clustering
Mechanisms, which aspire to a spatial
fragmentation into groups of nodes which are closely
located to each other and covering the same area, are
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clocks, which are not exactly synchronized. To achieve
a uniform dispersal of the nodes onto all covers and to
get covers, which are capable to observe as much as
possible of the environment, several algorithms are
proposed in [3, 4]. Besides the high amount of
communication, all of these algorithms have one
fundamental problem. If the nodes are non-uniformly
distributed, thin populated regions arise. This
phenomenon forces the network to either build fewer
numbers of covers, which are all capable of covering
the entire environment, or accepting that some regions
are only part of a subset of covers.
Furthermore, all of these algorithms do only base
upon the transmission range and do not take the
sensing range into account. In the given references it is
assumed that sensing and transmission range are equal.

called clustering algorithms. Within each cluster, a
clusterhead is elected to takes the main functions and
may cause the remaining cluster-nodes to sleep. The
amount of energy conservation depends on the intra
cluster rotation strategy, which is not part of this work.
An approach which may ensure a full coverage is
XGAF (Extended Geographical Adaptive Fidelity) [1],
which clusters the wireless sensor network (WSN) into
a regular grid based on the position of each node. Not
only the transmission range but also the sensing ranges
of the nodes are used for calculating the geographical
cluster size. In contrast to other clustering approaches
like GAF (Geographical Adaptive Fidelity) [5] and
(E)HGAF (Enhanced Hierarchical GAF) [6], it is
guaranteed that each member of a cluster is able to
sense the whole cluster and not only serves as
connector between neighboring clusters. The
application of XGAF to a WSN is shown in Figure
1(a), the calculation of the resulting maximum cell size
is shown in Figure 2(a).

2.3. 2-MASCLE
The first approach, which combines temporal and
spatial network fragmentation and aspires to guarantee
complete sensor coverage and node connectivity, is
2-MASCLE [2]. Similar to XGAF, the network is
clustered in a regular grid but with 20% smaller cell
size. Hence, it is guaranteed that a node of a cell is able
to communicate with orthogonal neighbors in 2-cell
distance. Furthermore, the 4 orthogonal neighboring
cells of a 2-MASCLE cell in collaboration are able to
cover this cell with any of their nodes. This
overlapping coverage leads to the ability of temporal
fragmentation into two groups.

2.2. Covering
In contrast to common clustering algorithms,
covering strategies make a temporal apportionment of
the nodes. The aim of covering is to split the nodes into
various numbers of groups, called covers, like
clustering does. As opposed to clustering, each group
should contain nodes from all over the sensor-field.
Thereby, each group should be able to observe the
entire environment. In addition, each cover should be
capable of transmitting information from each point of
the network to the sink and also to every other node,
depending on the used routing strategy and the
networks purpose. Divided into such covers, only one
cover has to be active at any time. This facilitates an
economy of (n-1)/n of the networks energy, where n is
the number of covers. In this case, the WSN would
work in n phases.
A random-based simple covering-algorithm is
introduced in [2]. In this algorithm each node decides
independently, which cover it belongs to only by
calculating a random number indicating a specific
cover. The only requirements for this algorithm to
work are an existing random number generator,
synchronized clocks and knowledge about the number
of covers. The described algorithm is quite simple and
needs no additional communication but it has one
penalty. The algorithm is not able to guarantee that at
least one group covers the entire network. Therefore,
some parts of the environment may be left unobserved
for a long period. Nevertheless, each observable part of
the field is observed at least one time during a full
cycle of all covers. It is shown in [3, 4] that the
algorithm in general performs well and is also inured to
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Figure 1. Application of the algorithm (a)
XGAF, (b) 2-MASCLE, (c) Symmetric
4-MASCLE, (d) Asymmetric 4-MASCLE
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L4S is the length of a resulting symmetric
4-MASCLE cell. DX and DY are the distances of the
node from a known reference point. The position of the
node and the reference point are assumed to be
available for each node. By solving (2), nodes of a cell
assign themselves to a phase between 0 and 3, while
the arrangement of cells of one phase is chosen in that
way that every second cell in horizontal and vertical
direction belongs to one phase. As shown in Figure
1(c), only cells of one phase are utilized for sensor
coverage and connectivity during a certain period T.
Generally, a node of a MASCLE cell has to cover
more than its own cell, namely the “working area” AW,
while the sum of all active working areas during one
phase should be able to cover the whole network.
In particular, the working area in symmetric
4-MASCLE is driven by the idea that a cell,
respectively any node in this cell, should be able to
cover the half of its orthogonal adjacent cells and one
quarter of its diagonal adjacent cells in terms of sensor
coverage and connectivity. To regard both parameters
for the calculation of the maximum cell size, we
introduce the “working range” RW, which designates
the half of the maximum distance between two
adjacent nodes. The working range is calculated in (3).

Figure 2. Calculating cell sizes of (a) XGAF,
(b) 2-MASCLE, (c) Symmetric 4-MASCLE, (d)
Asymmetric 4-MASCLE
This fragmentation is done in checkerboard pattern.
Hence, half of cells belong to the first group and the
other half belongs to the second group. 2-MASCLE
applied to a sensor network is depicted in Figure 1(b),
the maximum cell size is calculated in Figure 2(b).

RW

3. Four-phase clustering

3.2 Asymmetric 4-MASCLE
A second imaginable solution for a 4-phase division
is to modify the symmetric version by shifting the cells
of every second active row by one cell. Thereby, each
node has to calculate its according cell CA, similar to
the symmetric version, but with another cell length L4A,
as done in (4). The calculation of the according phase
PA of each cell is now different and calculated in (5).

3.1. Symmetric 4-MASCLE

ܥ ሾݔሿ ൌ ܦ ݀݅ܮݒସ Ǣܥ ሾݕሿ ൌ ܦ ݀݅ܮݒସ

The obvious solution for a 4-phase division is to
switch-off every second cell row and every second cell
column in each phase. To calculate the according cell
CS[x,y] and the phase Ps a node belongs to, the node
has to solve the equations (1) and (2).
(1)

ܲௌ ൌ ܥௌ ሾݔሿ݉ ʹ݀ ʹሺܥௌ ሾݕሿ݉ʹ݀ሻ

(2)

(3)

RT is the transmission range of a node, RS the
sensing range, i.e. the maximum distance to a
phenomenon to detect it. Due to the fact that any node
in the cell has to be able to cover the according
working area AW4S, we are able to determine the cell
size as shown in Figure 2(c) and Table 1.

In this section, we present our enhanced
approaches which combine spatial and temporal
fragmentation to exploit the advantages of clustering
and coverage algorithms. Similar to XGAF and
2-MASCLE, we divide the network into clusters, each
positioned in a square cell. Thereby, our goal is to
introduce a 4-phase cluster system. Similar to a
4-cover-algorithm, we are able to switch-off three
fourth of all cells. Similar to 2-MASCLE and in
contrast to classic covering, our algorithm is able to
guarantee a complete sensor coverage and connectivity
of the network as long as enough nodes are deployed.
To achieve this, we investigated two possibilities.

ܥௌ ሾݔሿ ൌ ܦ ݀݅ܮݒସௌ Ǣܥௌ ሾݕሿ ൌ ܦ ݀݅ܮݒସௌ

min( RT 2; RS )

(4)

ܲ ൌ ሺܥ ሾݕሿ݀݅ ʹݒ ܥ ሾݔሿሻ݉ ʹ݀ ʹሺܥ ሾݕሿ݉ʹ݀ሻ (5)

Again, all nodes are assigned a phase between 0
and 3 after solving (5). The difference to symmetric
4-MASCLE is the arrangement of the cells with the
same phase and, due to this asymmetric arrangement, a
modified shape of the working area AW to an irregular
hexagon, as shown in Figure 1(d).
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Table 1. Algorithm properties
Algorithm

Cell length

Working area

XGAF

ܮ ൌ ܴௐ Τξʹ

ଶ Τ
ʹ
ܣௐ ൌ ܴௐ

2-MASCLE

ܮଶ ൌ ܴௐ ΤξʹǤͷ

ଶ Τ
ͳǤʹͷ
ܣௐଶ ൌ ܴௐ

ܮସௌ ൌ ܴௐ ΤξͶǤͷ

ଶ Τ
ܣௐସௌ ൌ ܴௐ
ͳǤͳʹͷ

ܮସ ൌ ܴௐ Τඥ͵Ǥͳത

ଶ Τ
ܣௐସ ൌ ܴௐ
ͲǤͻͲ͵

Symmetric
4-MASCLE
Asymmetric
4-MASCLE

As done in the symmetric version, the working
range RW helps to determine the maximum cell size of
an asymmetric 4-MASCLE cell, as the distance from
any edge of the cell to any edge of the working area is
not allowed to be larger than RW. Consequently, we are
able to calculate the maximum cell size as depicted in
Figure 2(d) and Table 1. Compared to the symmetric
version, the resulting cell length is 11% larger and the
resulting working area is 24% larger.
After allocation into cells and the estimation of the
according phase, the change to the next phase happens
after a certain periodic time T in both versions, as
shown in Figure 3(a). The flow chart depicts the
behavior from cells’ point of view. For network
functionality, it is not important where the active node
of a cell is located. Hence, intra cluster organization
can be done by any role changing protocol.

Figure 3. 4-phase scheduling algorithm for a
cell (a) without neighborhood assistance
(b) with neighborhood assistance
unlimited network functionality in the following
period. The simplest solution for healing a failed cell is
the activation of all 8 adjacent cells, like 2-MASCLE
does. However, this activation implies additional
energy consumption of the surrounding cells.
Depending on the version of 4-MASCLE, there exist
several possibilities to assist a failed cell with fewer
cells than all eight neighbors. Certainly, a complete
assistance with fewer cells would lead to fewer active
cells and therefore an increased network lifetime.
Therefore, our developed assistance algorithms aspire
to assist with as few cells as possible.

4. Neighborhood assistance
As described in section 3, the chosen grid size
facilitates a four-phase scheduling while observing the
entire environment during each phase. This strategy is
based on the fact that the corresponding working area
of each cell in the network can be observed by a couple
of its adjacent clusters. Under this constraint, we are
able to modify the nodes behavior in that way that an
empty or dead cell can be compensated by activating
some of its direct neighbors. To achieve such self
healing behavior, we modified our cell scheduling
algorithm as shown in Figure 3(b).
After each period T, a cell is not allowed to switch to
or stay in sleep mode without receiving an “alive”
message of all adjacent cells, which has to be active in
the successive phase. If all necessary “alive” messages
were received, the cell is allowed to switch to sleep
mode for the duration of the next period T.
If the “alive” message of a normally active cell is
not received, the cell is declared as failed cell. To
maintain complete network connectivity and sensor
coverage, the adjacent cells of the failed cell have to
recognize whether they are able to assist the failed cell.
It has to be considered, that the whole working area
of the failed cell has to be assisted to guarantee

4.1. Assistance in symmetric 4-MASCLE
The symmetric version provides four basic
arrangements to guarantee complete assistance of a
failed cell with their adjacent cells, as shown in
Figure 4(a – d). Further arrangements can be found as
rotations of the basic arrangements in steps of 90
degrees, as shown in Figure 4(e). To select one of the
assistance arrangements, all available cells around the
failed cell broadcasts a “possible assistance” message
during the period Ta (Ta << T) of the assistance
coordination. Due to the chosen cell size of symmetric
4-MASCLE, it is guaranteed that all possible assisting
cells are able to listen to each other. Hence, each
possible assistant cell recognizes which adjacent cells
of the failed cell are available and is able to determine
which of the assistance arrangements are possible.
Therefore, each cell can decide autonomously whether
it is needed to assist the failed cell by choosing the
most ‘efficient’ possible assistance arrangement.
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Figure 5. Assistance in asymmetric 4-MASCLE
with (a) 3 cells, (b, c, d) 4 cells, (d) 5 cells;
(f) From left to right: Preferred assistance
arrangements

Figure 4. Assistance in symmetric 4-MASCLE
with (a) 2 cells, (b, c) 3 cells, (d) 4 cells;
(e) From left to right: Preferred assistance
arrangements

During the second part of Ta, namely Tao, all cells
orthogonal adjacent to the failed cell (orthogonal
neighbors) broadcast their “possible assistance”
message. The first of the orthogonal neighbors, which
broadcasts its “possible assistance” message, repeats
the entire received “possible assistance” messages of
the diagonal neighbors within its broadcast.
Given that all possible assisting cells are able to
listen to all orthogonal neighbors, it is now guaranteed
that all possible assistant cells know about the
availability of the other cells and are able to select the
most efficient assistance arrangement.

The ‘efficiency’ of the assistance arrangements is
given by the order in Figure 4(e) and decreases from
left to right. Hence, an arrangement with less active
cells as possible is preferred and selected. Indeed,
arrangements with an equal number of active cells
have the same efficiency but we ordered them
arbitrarily to give all nodes a preset for the
arrangement selection. If no arrangement is available,
all remaining adjacent cells stay awake to assist the
cell, but without guaranteed network functionality.

4.2. Assistance in asymmetric 4-MASCLE
4.3. Assistance of multiple cells

In the asymmetric version five basic arrangements to
guarantee the assistance of a failed cell with adjacent
cells exist, as shown in Figure 5(a – e). Due to the
asymmetric nature of this version of 4-MASCLE, it is
not possible to turn these arrangements around the
middle of the failed cell. However, there exist further
possible arrangements, which emerge by mirroring the
basic arrangements at orthogonal lines, which cross at
the middle of the failed cell. All resulting arrangements
are shown in Figure 5(f).
Like in the symmetric version, the cells should
autonomously select the most ‘efficient’ assistance
arrangement, i.e. the arrangement with fewest active
cells. The ‘efficiency’ of the assistance arrangements is
given by the order in Figure 5(f) and decreases from
left to right. Again, the efficiency of arrangements with
an equal number of active cells is ordered arbitrarily to
give a preset order for the assistance.
An additional difference to the symmetric version is
necessary during period Ta. Due to the cell size of
asymmetric 4-MASCLE, it is not guaranteed that
possible assistant cells, which are positioned in a
diagonal line with the failed cell, can communicate
with each other. Our solution is to halve the period Ta
to get Tad and Tao. During the first period Tad, only cells
diagonal adjacent to the failed cell (diagonal
neighbors) broadcast a “possible assistance” message.

In the occurrence of multiple failed cells in the same
region, it is possible that a node has to assist more than
one cell or that the assistance of two nearby failed cells
leads to suboptimal assistance arrangements from a
global point of view. Due to the fact, that an
arrangement with minimal active nodes from a global
point of view would increase the communication
effort, we restrain the selection of an optimal
arrangement to that one from a local point of view.
Apart from that, the failure of two nearby cells may
lead to an additional communication effort in
asymmetric 4-MASCLE. Here, it can happen that a cell
has to act as diagonal neighbors of one failed cell and
as orthogonal neighbor of another failed cell at the
same time and has to broadcast messages during Tad
and Tao, which leads to a higher communication effort.

5. Simulation results
To demonstrate the advantages of our presented
approach, we compare our algorithm to XGAF,
2-MASCLE and covering. To maintain statements
about lifetime, number of necessary and active nodes,
we utilize a self contained simulation area, which
avoids influences of edges, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Simulation area without edge effects.
Working area of (a) a single sensor node,
(b) symmetric 4-MASCLE
Network functionality depends on sensor coverage
and connectivity. While the connectivity of nodes is
less critical than the coverage, i.e. nodes may find
other neighbors to get connected to the network, we
decide to set the sensing range RS as critical range for
the working range RW. Thus, the network functionality
correlates with its coverage ability.
In our simulations, we set the Working range RW to
56m, and simulated an area about 1000m*1000m and
each deployed node get a random position inside the
simulation area. For each simulation point, we simulate
500 networks.
Furthermore, we assume in our simulations that the
amount of energy for intra cluster rotation, nodes in
sleep mode, and the assistance coordination is
negligible compared to the amount of energy a node
possesses. For a further simplification, we assume that
period T is equal to the lifetime of an active node based
on its battery charge. This simplification leads to the
advantage that a node has to be exchanged after each
period T. Additionally, in the case of the MASCLE
algorithms, the phase P changes after each period.
The first simulation investigates the number of
nodes, which are necessary to guarantee the work of
the algorithms. Figure 7 displays the average coverage
of a network against the number of randomly deployed
nodes. Caused by the fact that nodes in the clusterbased MASCLE algorithms and XGAF are only
switched-off if nearly unimportant for a full coverage,
the performance of all clustering algorithms is almost
identical with the performance of a not-fragmented
network.

Figure 8. Probability of complete network
functionality versus randomly deployed nodes
Of course, the average coverage of the covering
algorithms is reduced while the network is fragmented
in more covers n.
For a real working network, not the average
coverage of a network, but the average number of
networks with complete coverage is important. The
simulation result for this metric is shown in Figure 8.
As apparent, the symmetric version of 4-MASCLE is
achieves the best performance by approximating the
performance of a non-fragmented network. The smaller
cells and hence the more efficient assistance
possibilities, compared to the asymmetric version, are
responsible for this behavior. With only one assistance
possibility 2-MASCLE performs worse. XGAF,
without any assistance possibility, has no chance to
cover failed cells except an auspicious activation of
nodes of surrounding cells, and therefore achieves the
worst performance of the clustering algorithms.
The simulation shown in Figure 9 investigates the
number of active nodes versus the time a network is
alive and the impact of the assistance algorithms. In the
usual case a certain percentage of nodes are active in
each phase. Due to the random deployment of nodes,
thin populated cells die earlier, while well populated
cells are able to activate their remaining nodes even
after a long period.

Figure 9. Active nodes versus runtime of the
network; Deployed nodes: 10000

Figure 7. Average coverage versus randomly
deployed nodes
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any common algorithm. Similar to 2-MASCLE, we
introduced self healing algorithms as an aspect of our
clustering algorithms. As shown in section 5, the
modified cell size in combination with our 4-phase
cycle as well as the implemented assistance algorithm
lead to fewer active nodes, a longer lifetime and a
higher coverage over time.
Although we investigated a large number of aspects,
several points have been left open, which will be
investigated in future work. An essential question will
be the networks behavior in case of imprecise
localization, which represents the conditions in
practice.

Figure 10. Probability of complete network
functionality versus network runtime;
Deployed nodes: 10000
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